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Abstract 

We derive the S parameter of the electroweak radiative corrections in a scaled-QCD technicolour and using a Nambu-Jona- 
Lasinio model for hadronic low energy interactions. In this framework deviations from low energy QCD can be quantitatively 
deduced. We induce explicit chiral symmetry breaking in the NJL model through the current-quarks mass term. It is shown 
that the prediction for the S parameter can be sensitively reduced with respect to the chiral prediction. 
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1. Introduction 

The S parameter of the electroweak radiative cor- 

rections is defined in terms of two of the gauge bosons 

vacuum polarization functions as [ 11 

as E 4e2[r&(0) - l-&(O)], (1) 

where (Y is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, 

the index 3 refers to the isospin SU( 2) L current, while 

the index Q refers to the U(l),, current. The primed 

functions arise from the expansion in q* of the II func- 
tions defined as 

i 
I 

d4xeeiqx < .T~(x)J~(O) > 

= -gp”IIXr(q2) + qpqy terms, (2) 

with XY = 33,3Q. By neglecting terms of order higher 
than q’ one has: 

’ E-mail address: pallante@vaxtov.roma:!.infn.it. 

fax: (+39)-6-9403-427. 

n33(9*) N n,,(o) +9*&3(o), 

fl3Q(4*) N s*n;,uK (3) 

where ITsa (0) = 0 because of the QED Ward identity. 

In a technicolour model where isospin and parity 

are conserved the S parameter can be reexpressed in 
terms of the isospin-vector and axial vector two-point 

Green’s functions through the relations 

n33 = $w +K4.41, n3Q = $V, (4) 

where IIw and IIAA are defined according to Eq. (2) 
with Xl’ = W, AA. 

From Eq. ( 1) and relations (4) the S parameter can 
be written in terms of the vector and axial two-point 
functions as: 

s = -47i-(I&,(0) -II;,(O)), 

where II;,(O) = d/dq*IIxr(q*> lq2+ 

(5) 

The two-point vector and axial functions can be ex- 
plicitly derived in effective quark models a la Nambu- 
Jona-Lasinio (for a review see also [ 2,3] ) formulated 
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for hadronic low energy interactions [ 4-61. They have 
been calculated in the ENJL model with nf = 2,3 and 
in the chiral limit in [5], while a calculation in the 

nonchiral limit with a different from the present ap- 

proach can be found in [7]. They can be written in 

the usual VMD form with scale dependent meson pa- 

rameters and Q2 = -q2: 

1 
-@vtQ2) =- 

f;(Q2>M;(Q2) 
M;(Q2>+Q2 

1 f2(Q2) f;(Q2>#(Q2> 
--@AA =-* - 

M2,(Q2) +Q2 ' . 
(6) 

where in QCD fr = 93.3 MeV is the pion decay 

constant, fv and f~ are the couplings of the vector 
meson to the external vector current and of the axial 

meson to the external axial current, Mv and MA are 
the masses of the vector and axial mesons. 

By substituting II’w( 0) and II;,(O) in the defini- 

tion of the S parameter we obtain: 

s=45-1.&O) -_f;um. (7) 

Using the effective action approach the values at Q2 = 

0 of J$ and fi in the chiral limit are [4] : 

f;(o) = gr(o, 2) 

m> = +&(O) I- 0,122 [‘( M:a> -r(1.4)]. 

(8) 

The expression for S that results is: 

+ ’ (9) 

The gA parameter is the mixing parameter between 
axial and pseudoscalar mesons given by: 

gA(O) = 
1 

t 10) 

with Gv the four-quark vector coupling constant and 
the I functions are defined as 

co 

r(n - 2, E) = J & ; e-i f’-2. (11) E 
The function I(0, E) = - lne - yE + C?(E) corre- 

sponds to the divergent contribution in a momentum- 

cutoff regularization scheme, while I( 1, E) gives the 
first finite contribution. 

The S parameter is a function of the adimensional 

ratio Mi/h$ where MQ is the infrared cutoff of the 
effective techni-meson theory and A, is the ultravio- 

let cutoff of the effective techni-meson theory. By as- 
suming a technicolour model which is a scaled QCD 

model (i.e. by assuming the same adimensional ratio 

Mi/hi for both QCD and technicolour theories) we 

will use the numerical low energy QCD values for MQ 

and A, to get a prediction for the S parameter. 

By inserting the numerical values A, = 1.160 GeV, 
MQ = 0.265 GeV and gA (0) = 0.61, with Cv = 1.263, 
valid in the chiral limit [ 41 we obtain 

S = N, . (0.1 + 0.02). (12) 

The first term, which is the logarithmically divergent 

term, gives the bulk of the contribution, while a small 
correction comes from the second term which is fi- 
nite. The value of Eq. (12) is in good agreement with 

the estimation by Peskin and Takeuchi [l] obtained 
from the experimental data by using low energy QCD 
dispersion relations and resealing to technicolour en- 

ergies. 
The present parametrization gives the possibility to 

study a strong dynamics which is like the low energy 

QCD dynamics, but which can include deviations in 
the mass spectrum. 

In what follows we induce explicit chiral symmetry 

breaking (E,ySB) in theENJL model with the addition 
of the current-quark mass term and study its effect on 
the S parameter. 

By assuming a technicolour spectrum with Nd 
isodoublets of technifermions (ii, 6) two different 
pictures can be analysed: 

I) mn = ma # 0, for each isodoublet; the mass 
matrix is given by hrd (2 x 2) degenerate subblocks 
and isospin is conserved. 

II) mp # rnd in each isodoublet; the mass matrix 
is nondegenerate and isospin symmetry is broken. 

We focus on item I), while item II) is under study. 
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2. S in the nonchiral limit 

The NJL effective fermion Lagrangian is 

8~=Gs -a b 

~=qU-Mk~+~(qs )(4bq”) 
c x 

(13) 

where we have introduced the explicit ,$B current- 

quark mass term; the nonrenormalizable four-fermion 

scalar and vector interactions are generated by the in- 
tegration over the high frequency modes of quarks 

and gluons. Gs(Ax) and Gv(Ax) are nonperturba- 

tive coupling constants and A, is the ultraviolet cut- 

off of the effective theory. Bosonization of the La- 

grangian ( 13) introduces scalar, pseudoscalar, vector 
and axial meson degrees of freedom: the integration 

over quarks degrees of freedom gives rise to the ef- 
fective meson Lagrangian whose parameters are gen- 

erated by one quark-loop calculation. To derive the S 

parameter in the presence of ExSB mass term one has 
a priori to take into account two effects: the solution 

Mi of the mass-gap equation, which is the pole of the 
constituent-quark propagator, becomes a function of 

the current-quark mass mi where i is the flavour index. 

After the bosonization, corrections to the vector and 
axial meson parameters can be expressed in terms of 
the masses Mi. 

2.1. The mass-gap equation 

The mass-gap equation given by the Lagrangian 

( 13) defines the dressed current-quark propagator as 
the sum of the bare current-quark propagator with 

mass mi and the tadpole contribution generated by the 

four-quark interaction with coupling Gs. The mass of 
the dressed current-quark propagator is then 

< rliqi > 

where < qiqi > is given by 

< cfiqi >= -iN, I d4p Mi 
-~ 
(27r)4 p= - MT 

(14) 

(15) 

The graph of Fig. 1 shows the solution Mi(mi) 
resealed for technicolour as a function of the coupling 

Gs for different values of the current-quark masses mi, 
while the graph of Fig. 2 shows the solution Mi(mi) 
for Gs = 1.216 which is the value obtained from the 

best fit of Ref. [4] in the chiral limit. Assuming for 

the techni-pion decay constant the value fz = 250 
GeV [ 11, in a QCD like effective technicolour theory 

we define the ultraviolet cutoff AT N 4rTTfz ru 3 TeV. 

The values of both masses Mi and mi in the graphs 

can be thought as QCD values resealed by the relation 

MT = MQCD . AT/A~ with A, = 1.160 GeV. 
Mi is a sensitively increasing function of the 

current-quark mass mi. The perturbative expansion 

in powers of the current-quark masses has a limited 

validity range. 

2.2. The calculation 

To calculate the nonchiral corrections to the fv and 

f~ parameters which enter S we use the effective ac- 
tion approach, already used in the chiral limit in Ref. 

[41. 
The bosonization of the Lagrangian ( 13) and the 

transformation from current-quarks to constituent- 
quarks 

QL = 6qL, QR = ttqR9 (16) 

with 5 = fi = exp(2i/f, @) the square root of the 

usual exponential representation of the pseudoscalar 
meson octet @‘, leads to the effective low energy action 

for physical mesons after the integration over quarks 

and gluons degrees of freedom: 

X s a@Qe-iSd”xaDhQ. 
(17) 

H, W: on the right-end side are the scalar, vector and 
axial meson fields which are the auxiliary fields of the 
bosonized Lagrangian ( 13) and the effective action is 

calculated in the presence of external sources U, a, s, 

P. 
The fermionic euclidean operator in the constituent- 

quark base is: 

DE=Y~V~ - i(C - ysA) - H(X). (18) 
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Fig. 1. The solution of the mass-gap equation Mi in TeV as a function of the scalar coupling constant Gs for given values of the current 
techniquark masses mi = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1 TeV. The values of Mi and mi can be thought as QCD values resealed by the relation 
MT = MQCD . AT/A%. In particular the values of the techni-quark masses mi in the figure correspond to QCD values mi = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4 GeV. 
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Fig. 2. The solution of the mass-gap equation Mi as a function of the current-quark masses mi for a given value of Gs = 1.216 given by 
the fit of Ref. [4] in the chiml limit. 
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The covariant derivative V,, 

V,=~~+iG,+T,-~y5(5,-W,-)-~W= (19) 

contains the vector and axial meson fields Wz and W;I 
and the vector and axial-vector currents 

Ifi = ~{5+[$L-o,+a,)15 

+ 5[& - i(u, - qd15+>) 

5/& = ~{5+~~, - i(q.6 + ap)lT 

- 438, - i(o, - q.J 15+)). (20) 

The scalar fields Z and A are proportional to the 

current quark mass matrix M 

C = r$+Mr$+ + cfM+( 

A = .$+Mt+ - [M+cf. (21) 

The scalar field H(x) acquires a nonzero vacuum 

expectation value (VEV) which is responsible of the 

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the chiral 
limit: H(X) = < H > +a(~) where the fluctuation 
a(n) defines the true scalar meson field. Its VEV is 

the solution of the equation 

-$$2 < H >i + < &iQi >= 0, 
s 

(22) 

which arises from imposing the extremum condition 

of the effective action ( 17) in the absence of external 

sources and vector fields, i.e. in the mean field approx- 

imation: 

(23) 

In the mean field approximation (which implies C$ = 

1) the VEV of the scalar density of the constituent- 

quarks < QiQi > coincides with < kjiqi > of the 
current-quarks. Then Bq. (22) implies that the VEV 
of the scalar field is related to the masses Mi(mi) 

solutions of the mass-gap equation through the scalar 

density < 4iqi >. In the presence of current-quark 
masses ll~i the identity Mi = mi+ < H >i is implied 
for each flavour i. 

The effective low energy action (i.e. for Q* < A;) 
for techni-meson fields is given by the determinant of 
the fermionic operator DE. Because we are interested 

in the real part of it we can compute the determinant 
of the squared operator 

Ie~ = -& lndet( DLDE)s (24) 

re ularized 
4 

in some scheme. The squared operator 
D,DE is a bosonic differential operator bounded be- 

low by the constituent quark masses squared ii?:: 

D;DE s -V,V, + I@ + E, (25) 

where, referring to Eq. (18), fiil = i Z+ < H >= 
M+ < H > with 6 = 1 in first approximation. This 
shows that the constituent-quark masses fii coincide 

with the current-quark masses solution of the mass 

gap equation. From now on Ai s Mi. 

In the loop-expansion approach the effective action 

is given by the perturbative series around the free part 

of the operator DLDE: DiDE = ( DLDE)o + 6 = 
-8,P + M? + 6. This defines the constituent free 

quark propagator -J,#‘ + M? and the perturbation S. 

In Ref. [4] the fermionic determinant has been cal- 

culated in the chiral limit using the heat-kernel expan- 
sion in the proper-time regularization scheme (for de- 
tails on this technique see [ 81) . This method has the 

advantage to preserve gauge covariance at each step 
of the expansion. 

Consistency with the loop-expansion approach re- 

quires that the infrared cutoff of the heat-kernel ex- 
pansion of the fermionic squared operator is the con- 
stituent quark mass matrix Mil, both in the chiral and 

nonchiral limit. In the first case Mi coincides with the 

VEV of the scalar field: Mil = < H >i 1 = Mel, 
where b!fQ appeared in the calculation (9) of the S 

parameter in the chiral limit. 
In the nonchiral limit a simple result follows: the 

low energy meson parameters fv and f~ are those 
calculated in the chiral limit with the constituent-quark 

mass MQ replaced by its nonchiral value Mi = < H >i 
(Mi) + mi, where < H > is in turn a function of Mi, 
solution of the mass-gap equation for each flavour i. 
The S parameter of Eq. (9) follows with the same 
substitution and its numerical value corresponds to the 

contribution of one technicolour isodoublet (ii, d) in 
the isospin limit. 

Fig. 3 shows the parameter S/N, as a function of the 
constituent-quark mass Mi in the case of one isodou- 
blet (n, d) with degenerate masses. It is noticeable 
that the maximum value of S is for the ratio Mi/AT, 
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0.000 
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Fig. 3. The parameter S/N, as a function of the solution of the mass-gap equation Mi. The maximum is approximately at the value 

Mi obtained-in the chiral limit. 

or equivalently Mi/h,, which approximately corre- 

sponds to the chiral limit in low energy QCD, while 

its numerical value decreases rather sensitively by in- 
creasing the current techni-quark masses. 

Nonperturbative values of the current-techni-quark 

masses can push the S parameter towards zero. 

In the case that all masses of the isodoublets in the 

model are equal the formula (9) is easily generalized 
to fzf flavours by multiplying by nf/2 = lzd with IZ~ the 
number of isodoublets in the model. Although no extra 

information is given on the techni-particles spectrum 
the present parametrization reproduces in a clear form 

the effect of explicitly chiral symmetry breaking. 
44 states with current masses rni > AT cannot be 

treated in this framework. Alternative heavy quark ef- 

fective theory as an expansion in inverse powers of 
the mass mi could be used. Although, from the present 

behaviour one can infer that the higher the mass of the 
state the lower is its contribution to the S parameter. 

If E,@B terms are relevant, higher dimensional ef- 
fective fermion interactions, proportional to the cur- 
rent techni-quark masses and suppressed by inverse 
powers of the ultraviolet cutoff, can modify the leading 
behaviour of the NJL model. The relevance of higher 
dimensional operators proportional to powers of mo- 
menta Q2 has been studied in [ 61. The presence of 
higher dimensional terms can extend the range of va- 

of 

lidity of the perturbative expansion in powers of the 
current-quark masses and further reduce the numeri- 

cal value of the S parameter. 
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